Necroptotic cancer cells-mimicry nanovaccine boosts anti-tumor immunity with tailored immune-stimulatory modality.
Recent breakthroughs in cancer immunotherapy offer new paradigm-shifting therapeutic options for combating cancer. Personalized therapeutic anti-cancer vaccines training T cells to directly fight against tumor cells endogenously offer tremendous benefits in working synergistically with immune checkpoint inhibitors. Biomimetic nanotechnology offers a versatile platform to boost anticancer immunity by efficiently co-delivering optimized immunogenic antigen materials and adjuvants to antigen presenting cells (APC). Necroptotic tumor cells can release danger associated molecule patterns (DAMPs) like heat shock proteins, being more immunogenic than naïve tumor cells. Here, nano-size "artificial necroptotic cancer cell" (αHSP70p-CM-CaP) composing of phospholipid bilayer and a phosphate calcium core was designed as a flexible vaccine platform for co-delivering cancer membrane proteins (CM), DAMPs signal-augmenting element α-helix HSP70 functional peptide (αHSP70p) and CpG to both natural killer (NK) cells and APC. Mechanically, immunogenic B16OVA tumor cells membrane-associated antigens and αHSP70p were reconstituted in artificial outer phospholipid bilayer membrane via one-step hydration and CpG encapsulated in the phosphate calcium core. The resulted αHSP70p-CM-CaP exhibited 30 nm in diameter with the immunogenic membrane proteins reserved in the particles to produce synergistic effect on bone marrow derived dendritic cells maturation and antigen-presentation. Following αHSP70p-CM-CaP vaccination, efficient lymph node trafficking and multi-epitope-T cells response was observed in mice. Vitally, αHSP70p-CM-CaP was also able to induce expansion of IFN-γ-expressing CD8+ T cells and NKG2D+ NK cells subsets. Most promisingly, αHSP70p-CM-CaP vaccination led to the killing of target cells and tumor regression in vivo when combined with anti-PD-1 antibody treatment on mice B16OVA melanoma models. Altogether, we demonstrated proof-of-concept evidence for the feasibility, capability and safety of a nanovaccine platform towards efficient personalized anticancer application.